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Abstract. The effective management of networked digital information - 
including resource discovery, the management of access based on rights 
information, long-term preservation, etc. - will increasingly rely on the effective 
development and use of systems that can collect and use appropriate metadata. 
This paper will outline an approximate typology of metadata formats and 
discuss the importance of metadata interoperability from the perspective of 
selected European metadata initiatives - including the BIBLINK, Cedars, 
DESIRE, MODELS and ROADS projects 
1. Introduction 
The effective management of networked digital information - including resource 
discovery, the management of access based on rights information, long-term 
preservation, etc. - will increasingly rely on the effective development and use of 
systems that can collect and use appropriate metadata. This paper will attempt to 
introduce some issues relating to the metadata challenge for libraries from the 
perspective of some European metadata initiatives. 
2. A typology of formats 
The first thing to note is that metadata formats are diverse in their nature and 
implementation. A Review of metadata formats, carried out for the European Union 
funded DESIRE (Development of a European Service for Information on Research 
and Education) project, identified and described over twenty formats that were in use 
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(or under development) in 1996 and additional formats are in use or under 
development [1]. Lorcan Dempsey and Rachel Heery point out that many subject 
communities and market sectors are strongly attached to their own formats: 
 
    ... considerable effort has been expended on developing specialist formats 
to ensure fitness for purpose; there has been investment in training and 
documentation to spread knowledge of the format; and, not least, systems 
have been developed to manipulate and provide services based on these 
formats. [2] 
 
For these reasons, this 'format diversity' is likely to be perpetuated over time and, 
indeed, new metadata formats will periodically be developed to address the perceived 
needs of other subject domains and communities. There are tensions between this 
continuing drive for specialist formats and any requirement for a level of 
interoperability that would permit adequate resource discovery across subject domains 
and information types. 
 
In order to analyse the different metadata formats in existence, the DESIRE study 
produced a typology of metadata based upon the underlying complexity of the various 
formats (Figure 1). According to this typology, there is a continuum from simple 
metadata like that used by Web search engines, through simple structured generic 
formats like Dublin Core to more complex formats which have structure and are 
specific to one particular domain or are part of a larger semantic framework. 
Examples of these more complex formats are the MARC formats used by libraries 






























Figure 1. Typology of metadata formats, adapted from Dempsey and Heery (1998) 
 
Band One formats are relatively unstructured and are typically extracted 
automatically from resources by Web search services. There is no widely-used 
standard format. Band Two formats tend to have some structure but are simple 
enough to be created by non-specialist users. These formats do not tend to contain 
elaborate internal structure and do not easily represent hierarchical objects or complex 
relationships between objects. Formats in this band include ROADS templates used 
by some Internet subject services and simple Dublin Core (DC). Band Three formats 
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contain more descriptive information, both for resource discovery and for the larger 
task of documenting objects or collections of objects and their relationships. Formats 
contain more structure than those in Band Two. A variety of formats exist in this 
category, including the family of MARC formats used by the library cataloguing 
community and SGML-based initiatives like the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) 
header, Encoded Archival Description (EAD) and the format being developed by the 
Consortium for the Computer Interchange of Museum Information (CIMI). 
 
The DESIRE report concluded that format diversity would remain: "vested interests, 
competitive advantage, integration with legacy systems or custom and practice will 
always mean that there are differences of approach". 
3. Interoperability 
This existing diversity of formats has major implications for interoperability. One 
response to this problem is the production of metadata crosswalks (or mappings) 
between one or more formats. At a very basic level, crosswalks can be used as a 
means of comparing metadata formats and their potential for interoperability. They 
can also, however, be used as the basis for the production of a specific format 
conversion program or, potentially, for the production of search systems that would 
permit the interrogation of heterogeneous metadata formats. 
 
Interoperability, in this context, requires the adoption of core metadata formats, like 
that proposed by the Dublin Core (DC) initiative, to act as intermediaries for semantic 
interoperability between heterogeneous resource description models [3, 4]. Stu 
Weibel suggests that the promotion of a "commonly understood set of core 
descriptors will improve the prospects for cross-disciplinary search by unifying 
related attributes" [5]. With specific reference to Dublin Core, Weibel suggests that 
one approach to interoperability in a heterogeneous resource description environment 
would be to map many description schemas into a common set (like DC) which 
would give users "a single semantic model for searching" [6]. Crosswalks from 
Dublin Core to a variety of other metadata formats, including ROADS templates, 
USMARC have been produced with interoperability issues in mind [7]. 
3.1 Heterogeneous resource discovery 
3.1.1 The MODELS project 
 
The MODELS (MOving to Distributed Environments for Library Services) project is 
funded by the Joint Information Systems Committee of the UK higher education 
funding councils under its Electronic Libraries (eLib) programme. MODELS was 
motivated by a recognised need to develop an applications framework to manage the 
rapidly multiplying range of distributed heterogeneous information resources and 
services being offered to libraries and their users [8]. It was felt that, without such a 
framework, networked information use would not be as effective as it could be. 
MODELS essentially provides a forum (primarily in the form of a series of 
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workshops) for exploring shared concerns, addressing design and implementation 
issues, initiating concerted actions, and working towards a shared view of preferred 
systems and architectural solutions. Resource discovery issues have featured widely 
in MODELS discussions. For example, the MODELS 2 workshop was 
simultaneously the OCLC/UKOLN Warwick Metadata Workshop (now known as 
DC-2) that developed the concept of the Warwick Framework [9]. 
 
The MODELS 4 workshop concerned integrating access to resources across domains 
(defined as institutions, disciplines or regions) and identified a systems framework 
that would use a layered approach to cross-domain resource discovery. At the highest 
layer, the system could utilise a simple generic metadata format (like Dublin Core) for 
basic resource discovery. At lower layers of resource discovery, the same system 
could be configured to use descriptive information from domain-specific metadata 
formats. Rosemary Russell characterises this as enabling a user, "in a single search 
environment, to 'drill down' or move progressively through a hierarchy of increasingly 
rich and specialist metadata as they ... [move] through a continuum from resource 
discovery to resource evaluation, access, and use" [10]. 
3.1.2 The Arts and Humanities Data Service resource discovery system 
An example of this layered approach is a resource discovery system being developed 
for the Arts and Humanities Data Service (AHDS) in the UK [11, 12]. The AHDS 
consists of five subject-based service providers that (amongst their other 
responsibilities) need to operate within a resource description context specific to their 
own subject domain. For example, the Oxford Text Archive - the AHDS service 
provider for literary and linguistic texts - would normally describe resources using 
Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) headers [13, 14]. The AHDS are implementing a 
resource discovery system that will provide unified access to the resource description 
systems of the service providers using Dublin Core and a Z39.50 gateway [15]. 
3.2 European Dublin Core implementations 
3.2.1 The Nordic Metadata Project 
 
Interoperability issues have been to the fore in early European Dublin Core 
implementations. The Nordic Metadata Project (funded by the Nordic Council for 
Scientific Information - NORDINFO) has produced a variety of Dublin Core tools 
including the development of a metadata aware search service [16]. The Nordic 
Metadata toolkit includes a utility called d2m, a Dublin Core to MARC converter 
which will convert Dublin Core metadata embedded in HTML into various Nordic 
MARC formats and USMARC [17]. 
3.2.2 BIBLINK: linking publishers and national bibliographic services 
 
A different approach to interoperability is embodied in the BIBLINK project, which is 
funded by the Telematics Applications Programme of the European Commission [18]. 
This project is concerned with the development of a custom-built software system 
(the BIBLINK Workspace or BW) that will convert metadata produced by publishers 
- in the form either of an extended DC known as BIBLINK Core (BC) or a SGML 
header - into the UNIMARC format [19]. UNIMARC records will then be converted 
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into the formats (usually MARC) used by the participating national bibliographic 
agencies who can then enhance them for inclusion in their national bibliography and 
(potentially) for returning to the publisher. 
3.2.3 DC-dot: a Dublin Core generator 
 
Another Dublin Core tool that has been developed is DC-dot [20]. DC-dot is a 
metadata generator that will retrieve a Web page and automatically generate Dublin 
Core metadata suitable for embedding in the <META> section of HTML pages. The 
tags can additionally be edited using the form provided and converted to various other 
formats (USMARC, SOIF, IAFA/ROADS, TEI headers or RDF), if required. 
3.3 Internet subject services and the ROADS project 
 
The ROADS (Resource Organisation and Discovery in Subject-oriented services) 
project is funded by the JISC under eLib [21]. The project provides software tools and 
support for the creation of Internet subject services or information gateways. Services 
that use ROADS use a simple metadata format (ROADS templates) adapted from 
Internet Anonymous FTP Archive (IAFA) templates but the software itself has been 
designed to work with interoperability as its primary focus [22]. 
 
A basic requirement for ROADS-based services is that they are able to interoperate 
amongst themselves. In project terms this is referred to as cross-searching. For this, 
ROADS (version 1) makes use of the Whois++ protocol - a means of making 
structured information available from physically distributed servers [23]. The 
ROADS software uses Whois++ to query (and retrieve information from) distributed 
servers containing structured descriptions (ROADS templates) of Internet resources. 
 
In addition, ROADS (version 2) makes use of the centroid facility of Whois++ to 
facilitate query routing between servers. A ROADS 'index server' will periodically 
visit selected ROADS subject services and generate an index summary (or centroid) 
for each. This centroid will contain all relevant index terms in that database so that an 
initial search of the index server will determine which of the subject services will 
have information that matches a given query. If desired, the query can automatically 
be passed on to all of the subject services whose centroids indicate the existence of 
relevant index terms and the relevant templates returned for display to the end user 
[24]. Demonstrations of ROADS cross-searching (CrossROADS) using Whois++ and 
centroids have been made available on the Web [25]. 
 
ROADS-based services have great freedom with regard to which software tools they 
choose to implement and they ways in which they can configure their interfaces. 
Services can even create new ROADS template-types based on their own 
requirements. In order to help preserve a minimum level of interoperability between 
ROADS-based services and to help cross-searching, the project has set up a metadata 
registry - the ROADS Template Registry - to record information about all template-
types in use and their associated metadata elements [26]. In addition, the project has 
developed some generic cataloguing guidelines in an attempt to help ensure that the 
information content of ROADS templates remain broadly consistent [27]. 
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The ROADS project also has an interest in wider interoperability issues. It is felt that 
in some situations it would be desirable to make ROADS databases available to end-
user clients (and intermediate systems) that use the Z39.50 search and retrieve 
protocol. To this end the project developed an experimental Z39.50 to Whois++ 
gateway. The gateway functions as a Z39.50 server, accepting queries from Z39.50 
client systems. It then converts them to Whois++ queries and passes them to the 
ROADS server. As results are returned by the ROADS server, they are converted into 
a suitable format for use by Z39.50 client systems and returned to the client as a 
Z39.50 result set. An alternative approach would involve copying records from a 
ROADS database into another database that has a Z39.50 interface [28]. 
4. Metadata and digital preservation 
The library and information community, and professionals in other disciplines, have 
other challenges to which metadata solutions can contribute. Publishers and other 
rights owners, for example, are increasingly giving consideration to using metadata to 
manage access to digital objects [29]. This is one of the motives for publishers to 
develop and adopt a Digital Object Identifier (DOI). Similarly, the European 
Broadcasting Union (EBU) in association with the Society of Motion Picture and 
Television Engineers (SMPTE) have convened a Task Force to develop harmonised 
standards on the exchange of television programme material as bit streams - including 
metadata [30]. However, there is one other challenge for the library and information 
community that brings together metadata issues related to resource discovery, rights 
management and administrative issues and places them in a more complex, long-term 
context. This challenge is digital preservation [31]. 
 
There is an increasing awareness that digital preservation will depend upon the 
creation, capture and storage of all relevant information (metadata) that is required to 
support a chosen preservation strategy, whether it be technology preservation, 
emulation or migration. This metadata should include technical data about file 
formats, software and hardware platforms, etc. but could also record information 
about authenticity and rights management issues [32]. There are a variety of 
initiatives that have attempted to identify preservation metadata elements. For 
example, the recently published report of a working group constituted by the Research 
Libraries Group (RLG) has specified metadata elements that could serve the 
preservation requirements of digital images [33]. 
 
A UK funded project called Cedars (CURL Exemplars in Digital Archives) is 
beginning to address some of the strategic, methodological and practical issues 
relating to digital preservation. Cedars is funded by JISC under its eLib Programme 
and is managed by the Consortium of University Research Libraries - a group of 
research libraries in the British Isles whose mission is "to promote, maintain and 
improve library resources for research in universities". This project has recently 
produced a preliminary overview of preservation metadata issues that notes the 
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importance of adopting or creating data models for digital archives, including their 
metadata systems [34]. The National Library of Australia's PANDORA (Preserving 
and Accessing Networked DOcumentary Resources of Australia) project has, for 
example, developed a logical data model based on entity-relationship modelling 
which forms the basis of identifying the particular entities (and their associated 
metadata) that need to be supported by the PANDORA system [35]. Cedars is likely 
to broadly adopt the approach embodied in the Reference Model for an Open Archival 
Information System (OAIS) being co-ordinated by the Consultative Committee for 
Space Data Systems (CCSDS). 
 
The OAIS model was originally developed for digital information obtained from 
observations of terrestrial and space environments but should be applicable to 
archives. OAIS defines a high-level reference model for an archive, defined as "an 
organisation of people and systems, that has accepted the responsibility to preserve 
information and make it available for one or more designated communities" [36]. The 




This is the information that is the primary object of 
preservation. This contains the primary Digital Object 
and Representation Information needed to transform this 





This would include any information necessary to 
adequately preserve the Content Information with which 
it is associated. It includes: 
 
Reference Information - (e.g. identifiers), 
Context Information (e.g. subject classifications), 
Provenance Information (e.g. copyright) 




The information that binds and relates the components 





The information that allows the creation of Access Aids 
- to help locate, analyse, retrieve or order information 
from an OAIS. 
 
The Cedars project will not just be adopting (or adapting) a high-level data model like 
OAIS. It will attempt to develop demonstrators that will implement selected aspects 
of digital preservation including those related to metadata. The precise nature of the 
metadata implementation has yet to be decided by the project but the Resource 
Description Framework (RDF) being developed under the auspices of the World 
Wide Web Consortium (W3C) is of potential interest - as it is also of interest to other 
metadata initiatives, including Dublin Core. RDF provides a data model for 
describing resources and proposes an Extensible Markup Language (XML) based 
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syntax based on this data model [37]. The need to aggregate multiple sets of metadata 
was noted at the second Dublin Core workshop and was the principle that underlay 
the formulation of the Warwick Framework container architecture [38, 39]. Similarly, 
RDF aims to facilitate modular interoperability among different metadata element sets 
by creating what Eric Miller calls "an infrastructure that will support the combination 
of distributed attribute registries" [40]. The modular principle of RDF means that 
Cedars-defined preservation metadata elements could be aggregated with metadata 
types defined for other purposes, e.g. Dublin Core for simple resource discovery or 
structured data about terms and conditions. This type of interoperability is likely to be 
a useful aspect of preservation metadata systems. 
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